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Study information

The Master in Green Energy Technology focuses on a sustainable and environmentally f riendly
approach to energy technology.

https://www.hiof.no/english/studies/programmes/magreen-master-in-green-energy-technology/
https://www.hiof.no/english/


The students will acquire knowledge and skills related to renewable energy sources and
advanced materials needed to understand the principles of  energy generation and storage.
The students will also acquire knowledge related to how such energy sources and materials
can be interconnected through smart grid and micro grid systems. They will learn how the
concept of  circular economy can be adapted to energy technology to achieve optimized
resource e�iciency. Throughout, project work in interdisciplinary groups provides collaboration
skills and a better understanding of  how each part of  an energy system interact together to
form an integrated unit.

A�er successfully completed four semesters, a Master in Green Energy Technology has the
competence needed to implement appropriate innovation processes combined with
specialized technological knowledge and skills in energy technology and thereby contribute to
the development of  a more sustainable society.

What do you learn?

Degree/title obtained

Students who complete and pass the programme are awarded the degree of  Master in Green
Energy Technology

Learning outcomes

A candidate who has completed his or her qualif ication should have the following learning
outcomes def ined in the terms of  knowledge, skills and general competence:

Knowledge:

For the prof ile Smart Energy Technology the Candidate:

has specialized insight into power systems, smart-grids and micro-grids and advanced
knowledge regarding materials for energy technology, resource shortages and renewable
energy sources

has advanced knowledge of  experimental and theoretical methods and modelling utilized in
green energy technology for power systems, smart-grids and micro-grids, and is able to utilize



his/her advanced and specialized knowledge in new areas.

 

For the prof ile Materials for Energy Technology the Candidate:

has specialized insight into materials for green energy technology and advanced
knowledge regarding renewable energy sources, power systems, smart-grids and micro-
grids and challenges related to resource shortages
has advanced knowledge of  experimental and theoretical methods and modelling utilized
in materials for green energy technology, and is able to utilize his/her advanced and
specialized knowledge in new areas.

For both prof iles the Candidate:

is able to understand how societal, political and economic assumptions a�ect strategies
and pathways chosen within debates and decisions regarding future energy technology
is able to analyze scientif ic problems within energy technology, and relate this to the
history of  energy technology and its place in societal debates and strategies, both
nationally and internationall.

Skills
The Candidate:

is able to critically analyze di�erent sources of  information and research methods, and use
them to structure and develop academic arguments
is able to analyze and apply di�erent theories within energy technology, and utilize
experimental and theoretical methods and modelling within energy technology, and can
work independently with practical and theoretical problem solving
can handle multiple analytical tools to inf luence politics and strategies and be a
contributor in innovation processes, development and decision making related to future
energy technology
is able to independently conduct a def ined research or development project under
supervision, in agreement with existing ethical norms, and is able to analyze ethical
problems related to green energy technology.



 

General Competence
The Candidate:

is able to utilize his/her knowledge and skills within new areas to accomplish advanced
tasks and projects, and is able to f ind relevant scientif ic literature for new topics within
energy technology
is able to discuss and give oral and written presentations regarding research, and
development projects related to energy technology
is able to collaborate and contribute to team projects, and actively participate in
innovation processes related to energy technology.

Admission

The minimum requirements for admission is one of  the following:

1) Relevant bachelor's degree in engineering or equivalent education of  at least 180 ECTS
or
2) Relevant natural science bachelor's degree or equivalent education of  at least 180 ECTS

To be admitted, the applicant must have an average grade value from the qualifying education
of  at least 25 (according to ECTS standards).

Proof  of  English prof iciency is also required.

For the prof ile choice with specialization in Smart Energy Technology, relevant degrees must
be within the f ields of  energy technology, electrical engineering, mechatronics, cybernetics,
physics, computer science or equivalent.

For the prof ile choice with specialization in Materials for Energy Technology, relevant degrees
must be within the f ields of  energy technology, materials science, chemistry, chemical
engineering, physics, mechanical engineering, civil engineering, or equivalent. 

Applicants from countries outside the EU/EEA must submit proof  of  funding when submitting
their application.



Structure and content

The structure and content of the programme

The Master in Green Energy Technology is a full-time study program for 2 years (4 semesters).
The master program consists of  a combination of  compulsory and elective courses.
The student will choose a main disciplinary prof ile, either Smart Energy Technology or
Materials for Energy Technology, when applying to the master program. 
During the f irst semester, the students acquire an interdisciplinary basis and overview within
the f ield of  energy technology, preparing them for the more advanced compulsory courses and
a specialization prof ile in the second semester. The chosen disciplinary prof ile and a broad
variation of  elective courses in the third semester provides the opportunity for each student to
choose their individual f ield of  specialization.

 

The f irst three semesters provides the students with understanding, knowledge and skills
related to societal issues such as policies and innovation processes, available resources and the
use and development of  materials and systems for improved energy use. In combination with
knowledge and skills related to the logics of  scientif ic work and thinking, this prepares the
students for the fourth and f inal semester, culminating in a Master Thesis on the topic of  the
chosen specialization.

 It is possible to exchange the elective courses with master courses that are relevant to energy
technology from other universities/university colleges in Norway or abroad. More details on
such exchange is included in the paragraph about the third semester below.

The f irst semester is f ixed for all students, with three compulsory courses, each of  10 ECTS.
These will provide the students with a general interdisciplinary background within green energy
technology, teach the students to work in interdisciplinary groups, how to search for scientif ic
literature, and how to present their work both orally and as a written report.

In the second semester, there are 15 ECTS points (5 + 10) compulsory coursework. The 10 ECTS
compulsory part will provide the students with knowledge and skills related to how social,
political and cultural values a�ect science, and how more sustainable and lower carbon energy
systems can be achieved by implementing innovation and new business models. The 5 ECTS



compulsory part is the f irst part of  the course Scientif ic Research and Methods, which is
completed early in the third semester. This course provides the students with knowledge and
skills related to the ethics and logics of  academic thinking and writing. The students will also
choose their Master Thesis topic and conduct a comprehensive literature study resulting in
specif ic research questions for the Master Thesis, su�iciently f ramed and def ined by state-of-
the-art research literature related to their chosen f ield of  interest. In addition to the
compulsory part of  the second semester, each student choose one of  the two specialization
prof iles as a rule based on their prior bachelor level education, which provided the fulf illment of
the admission requirement. Both prof iles is constituted by two courses, counting totally 15
ECTS points (5+10), both compulsory for the chosen prof ile.

To enter the Smart Energy Technology prof ile, students are expected to possess basic
knowledge and skills related to electrical circuits. The Smart Energy Technology prof ile
focuses on the integration of  renewable energy sources in power systems, in addition to the
concept of  micro grids, including modelling and simulations of  such.

The Materials for Energy Technology prof ile focuses on the use and understanding of
advanced materials, and how such materials can provide development opportunities related to
provident and sustainable technology applications for future energy use e�iciency.

The third semester consist mainly on elective courses. There is a 5 ECTS compulsory part of
the course Scientif ic Research and Methods f inishing in September, allowing students to
exchange to other institutions. The elective courses in the third semester, cover a range of
topics related to energy technology, allowing each student to pursue their individual interest.
Any combination ensures su�icient learning outcome (except the partial combination Special
Curriculum I and II, which is not possible due to course content overlap). Please note that the
portfolio of  elective courses may change. The execution of  elective courses depends on the
amount of  students enrolled in the course, and will be evaluated by the master GET program
management.

The fourth semester consists of  a 30 ECTS Master Thesis, where the students will conduct a
research/development project related to green energy technology.

Teaching, learning methods and forms of assessment

Forms of teaching and learning:



A combination of  di�erent teaching methods are used. Lectures, f lipped classroom, seminars,
workshops, various types of  exercises, laboratory tasks, project work, supervision and self -
study are combined to provide the students with the tools they need to obtain the knowledge
and skills they will need for the future. Projects in interdisciplinary groups promote
collaboration skills, and teach the students to communicate across disciplines. The students
will practice both written and oral communication.

During the course of  the four semesters, the students will meet guest lecturers f rom industry
and collaborative universities abroad. The study plan provides the opportunity for project work
in close collaboration with industry partners. In addition, the students can participate in
ongoing research projects at the Department of  Engineering. For more details, see heading
Research and development work below.

The students are expected to work between 750 and 900 hours each semester. In addition to
the organized tuition, the students are expected to work independently and in groups with
assigned tasks, solve exercises, read the curriculum, f ind and read other relevant literature,
and prepare for exams.

The students will learn how to search for scientif ic literature and to critically review what they
f ind to acquire new knowledge. This will prepare them for a future where the f ield of  energy
technology is advancing towards new technological solutions. They will also obtain skills in
various forms of  academic writing, as well as in oral presentations.

Teaching materials

The students will work with analogue and relevant digital tools. The students are expected to
pay for teaching materials such as textbooks and photocopies themselves. In addition, each
student is expected to utilize their own laptop. Language The study is internationally oriented,
and the tuition language is English. The students are expected to answer all exams in English,
and deliver all written work and oral presentations in English. Coursework requirements and
Assessment Most courses has some compulsory coursework requirements. The coursework
requirements has to be approved before the student can take the exam or deliver the
assessment requirements for the course. See the course descriptions for details. The students
will be evaluated by a combination of  coursework requirements, project reports and various
forms of  exams. The coursework requirements are evaluated on a approved/not approved
basis, and should be approved before the student can take the exams or deliver the project



work that will give the basis for the grade of  the course. The coursework requirements and the
bases for the assessment varies depending on the nature of  each course. More details are
given in the course descriptions. The course descriptions also give details about the
possibilities for re-taking the assessment if  the students fail. Generally, most written or oral
exams can be re-taken maximum two times, while written reports can be revised one time. For
each course grades are given from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed
grade, and F is failed. Exams are graded by two sensors, for most of  the courses one of  these
sensors will be external. An external sensor will always be used on the Master Thesis. The
Master Theses is subject to electronic plagiarism control, as may also be the case with other
courses and required coursework. Exam papers that are partly or entirely identical will not be
approved and will be regarded as attempted cheating. For further information, please see
Exam regulations for Østfold University College.

Research and development work

The Master in Green Energy Technology is located at the Department of  Engineering, Østfold
University College, where the employees carry out research related to various aspects of
energy technology, such as smart grids, micro grids, materials, and innovation processes.
Students are invited to participate with academic sta� and guest researchers in professional
research projects within and outside the institution. The diversity of  the practical and
theoretical research of  the Department`s employees is one of  the main sources of  the
education at all levels. The research of  the academic sta� takes place both inside and outside
the institution, on a high national and international level. The students will have the
opportunity to actively participate in the research projects of  the academic sta� in the Master
Thesis, and to a lesser extent also in some of  the other project-based courses. In addition, we
have a close contact with the local industry, and the students will have the opportunity to
participate in research and development project in collaboration with the industry. The active
participation and contributions of  the students may take various forms such as practical and
theoretical contributions, and sometimes within publications.

Internationalisation

Department of  Engineering consists of  an international department with di�erent expertise
and experience in the international research projects, development and innovation activities
and teaching. The Department has an international network with exchange opportunities and
appointments with various research and educational institutions.



All courses are taught in English, using solely English literature. This facilitates applicants from
outside Norway. Students can also exchange to institutions outside Norway (see "Study
Abroad").

Programme evaluation

To be able to o�er relevant education of  good quality, we are dependent on feedback from the
students and on their participation in evaluating the programs of  study. Each individual
academic environment is responsible for adopting evaluation procedures at course level. See
the course descriptions for details.

In addition to course evaluations, Østfold University College conducts periodic evaluations of
the study program as a whole. In addition, NOKUT (the Norwegian Agency for Quality
Assurance in Education) conduct the annual Student Survey on student perceptions on the
quality of  study programs in Norway. All students in this study program are given the
opportunity to participate in the survey.

Studies abroad

Voluntary exchange / study abroad should normally take place in the 3rd semester and will
extend over varying periods of  time. Any of  the courses in the 3rd semester can be exchanged
with other courses abroad, as long as the courses are relevant for the Master and secures
su�icient learning outcome. It is also possible to take the Master Thesis abroad in the 4th
semester. Exchange/study abroad must be discussed with and approved by supervisors and the
program manager.

The Department of  Engineering has agreements for internationalization and student
exchanges at master's level with the following institutions:

Universidad de Castilla-La Macha - Spain

Hochschule Wismar - Germany

Queensland University of  Technology - Australia

University of  North Dakota - USA



University of  Pisa - Italy

Högskolan Väst - Sweden

Universidad Politecnica de Cartagena - Spain

University of  Vaasa - Finland

Piraeus University of  Applied Sciences - Greece

 

The international coordinator at the Department of  Engineering can be contacted for further
information.

Work and future studies

Graduates from the Master program form a new and unique generation of  professionals who
will be called upon to tackle critical issues in renewable and sustainable energy management
systems. They are distinguished by their technical and management knowledge and the skills
required to deal with a wide range of  issues at the interface between energy, technology,
innovation and science. With the increasing demand for environmentally f riendly and
sustainable energy solutions, the industry has a great need of  professionals within this f ield,
who are experienced in working in interdisciplinary groups to solve complex problems.

PhD-studies

The study will form the basis for PhD level research, and prepare the candidate for admission
to relevant doctoral programs within energy technology. A completed master degree qualif ies
for admission to related PhD-studies. Examples of  such are the PhD program in Mathematics
and Natural Sciences at the University of  Oslo, PhD in Energy and Process Engineering, or
Materials Science and Engineering at Norwegian University of  Science and Technology, the PhD
program at the Faculty of  Engineering and Science at the University of  Agder, PhD in Science
and Technology at Norwegian University of  Life Sciences and the Doctoral Education at the
Faculty of  Mathematics and Natural Sciences, University of  Bergen. Note that one need a B or
better average on the Master degree for the admission to PhD-studies at some institutions.



Career prospects

The study focuses on the possibilities and challenges of  green energy technology. The study
provides competence needed to work within the energy technology sector in both commercial
companies, specialized consultancy agencies, policy and regulation def ining public bodies and
public services. Energy suppliers, energy distributors, and companies manufacturing or
supplying energy technology solutions, components, materials, etc. are possible future
employers. It is also possible to go into research or teaching, or to start up a new company
based on energy technology innovation.

The candidates can work as project engineers, project leaders, or product/concept developers
within energy technology. They are attractive employees for a variety of  companies and bodies
within production, delivery, service, counselling, policy development and
administration/management, both nationally and internationally.

The study plan is approved and revised

The study plan is approved

Dean Geir Torgersen 22 August, 2019 Accredited by The Norwegian Agency for Quality
Assurance in Education (NOKUT), 28.8.2018.

The study plan is revised

Programme coordinator Martin Tandberg, 11.4.2022

The study plan applies to

2022 (autumn)

Programme Coordinator
Faculty of  Computer Science, Engineering and Economics.
Department of  Engineering, programme coordinator Martin Tandberg and program manager
Shima Pilehvar

Study model



Autumn 2022

Core courses

Spring 2023

Profile choises

Profile choice: Smart  Energy Technology

Profile choice: Materials for Energy Technology

Core courses

Autumn 2023

Core courses

IRMGR40118

Adapting Technology to the Circular Economy
10 stp

IRMGR40218

Renewable Energy
10 stp

IRMGR40318

Materials for Energy Technology
10 stp

IRMGR40518  /  Part  1 of 2

Scientif ic Research and Methods

IRMGR40418

Energy Technology, Policy and Sustainability
10 stp

IRMGR40518  /  Part  2 of 2
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Elective courses (25 ECTS)

Spring 2024

Core courses

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 28, 2024 2:35:02 AM

Scientif ic Research and Methods 10 stp

IRMGR42018 / Valgbart  emne

Power System Dynamic and Control
5 stp

IRMGR42118 / Valgbart  emne

Smart Grids Technology and Applications
10 stp

IRMGR42318 / Valgbart  emne

Project Development and Funding
10 stp

IRMGR42718 / Valgbart  emne

Materials for Energy E�icient Buildings
10 stp

IRMGR42518 / Valgbart  emne

Special Curriculum I
10 stp

IRMGR42618 / Valgbart  emne

Special Curriculum II
5 stp

IRMGR44018

Master Thesis
30 stp
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IRMGR40118 Adapting Technology to the
Circular Economy (Autumn 2022)

Facts about the course

ECTS Credits:
10

Responsible department:
Faculty of Computer Science,
Engineering and Economics

Campus:
Fredrikstad.

Course Leader:
Torill Randi Meistad

Teaching language:
English.

Durat ion:
½ year

Table of contents

The course is connected to the following study programs
Lecture Semester
The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the course
Content
Forms of  teaching and learning
Workload
Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the exam
Examination
Examiners
Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams
Course evaluation
Literature

https://www.hiof.no/english/


The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory).

Lecture Semester

First semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

understands the background and consequences of  the UN sustainability goals

understands how social sustainability may impact social issues both nationally and
internationally

has knowledge of  the EU strategy on Circular Economy

understands the principals of  performing a Life Cycle Assessment for products

understands the basic principles of  LEAN production

has knowledge about EUs Candidate list (REACH) for avoiding hazardous substances

has a theoretical knowledge on how to achieve optimal resource e�iciency in a closed
material loop

has basic knowledge in writing as an engineer and reporting on a business level



has basic knowledge of  methods related to innovation and how to use these methods
when working towards optimal resource e�iciency in closed material loops.

 

Skills:

The student

can perform a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) using computer programs (SIMAPRO or similar)

can plan and write a report as a feasibility study on improvements in LCA phases from an
environmental standpoint and from a logistical standpoint

can perform a LEAN analysis on material f lows through the life span

can perform an ethical analysis of  possible consequences of  material supply-chains in
regard to the UN sustainability goals

can analyze the business potential in identif ied possible improvements in the closed
material loops

can lead innovation workshop with an industry partner on closed circuit technology and
possibilities suggested in reports

can perform a substitution process to avoid hazardous substances in materials.

 

General competence:

The student

has a solid understanding on the challenges connected to resource scarcity on a global
level

shows good cooperative skills in group work situations



can work in close interaction with an industrial partner, and understands their business and
challenges

has an overall understanding on the ethical challenges regarding possible conflict between
short term busyness goals and possible long term consequences of  the lifecycle of  new
and innovative solutions.

Content

The subject introduces the student to the principals outlined in EU priority on the translation
to a circular economy, and how this will be a key framework factor for future business. The
subject o�ers theoretical education on basic tools, but will mainly be focusing on the business-
report to the industry-partner, and the process leading to this report.

 

Keyword for content:

Adapting the UN sustainability goals in technology and business

LCA basic: Environmental indicators, phases in LCA (Life Cycle Assessment)

LCA tools: Benchmarking performance for product-phases

Ethical considerations regarding sustainability, utilization of  hazardous substances,
material supply-chains, and possible conflicts between short term busyness goals and
possible long term consequences of  the lifecycle of  new and innovative solutions.

LEAN basic: Logistics, optimizing resource use

LEAN tools

Innovation tools

Writing business reports



Forms of teaching and learning

Lectures and guest speakers

Literature-study

Group work

Workshop with group members and supervisor

On the job observation ¿ industry partner

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Approved pre-versions of  business reports

Web-based test before assessment-start: Good to go?

5-7 small project assignments from each lecture, individual or groups 

Examination

This exam consists of  two parts:

Part 1: Individual oral examination, 30 minutes. Counts 50% of  the f inal grade.

Part 2: Group (max. 5 students) or individual report f rom project assignment. Counts 50% of
the f inal grade

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.



Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails the written exam, they can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
resit will be arranged in January/February the following semester. 

If  the project report is graded as failed, the student will be given one more chance to improve
the report.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for AUTUMN 2022 can be found in Leganto.

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 28, 2024 2:32:37 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/4687161080002218?auth=SAML


IRMGR40218 Renewable Energy (Autumn
2022)

Facts about the course

ECTS Credits:
10

Responsible department:
Faculty of Computer Science,
Engineering and Economics

Campus:
Fredrikstad.

Course Leader:
Nand Kishor

Teaching language:
English.

Durat ion:
½ year
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https://www.hiof.no/english/


The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory).

Lecture Semester

First semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge of  current renewable energy sources, their current use and
potential for future use

has knowledge of  the basic physical principles on which the energy sources rely, and the
economic potential by using the various energy sources

has advanced knowledge of  mathematical modelling of  renewable energy processes

is able to analyze the principles of  renewable energy and relate this to the history of  energy
technology and renewable energy and its place in modern society.

can quantify the environmental and economic impact of  various alternative energy sources

has knowledge of  smart grids and micro grids.

 

 



Skills:

The student

can calculate the economic potential of  a suggested renewable energy plant

can calculate the feasibility of  a suggested renewable energy process

can calculate the necessary dimensions and equipment to build a powerplant with a
specif ied energy source, and specif ied power output.

 

 

General competence:

The student

can write a scientif ic project report.

Content

Sources of  renewable energy, such as:

Sun

Wind

Ocean waves and tidal forces

Hydropower

Biomass

Garbage and waste materials



CO2 capture and related issues

Mathematical models and dimensioning related to renewable energy plants

Introduction to smart grids and micro grids that utilize renewable energy sources

Throughout the course, all topics will be covered in a historical perspective, emphasizing
the historical development of  renewable energy and energy technology.

Forms of teaching and learning

Lectures

Laboratory work, including mathematical modelling

Project work: Prepare a report where an alternative energy powerplant is planned and
proper dimensions are suggested. The economy of  the project should also be considered.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Four minor assignments.

One major project work, group assignment.

Examination

Individual written exam,5 hours.

Permitted aids: Table of  formulas and approved calculator



 

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails the written exam, they can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
resit will be arranged in January the following semester. The students do not need to do the
coursework assignments again to be allowed a re-take of  the written exam.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for AUTUMN 2022 can be found in Leganto.

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 28, 2024 2:32:37 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/3842999160002218?auth=SAML


IRMGR40318 Materials for Energy
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory).

Lecture Semester

First semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge regarding materials for energy technology applications

is able to analyze scientif ic problems regarding materials for energy technolog.

 

Skills:

The student

is able to analyze and critically examine di�erent sources of  information

is able to analyze theories regarding materials for energy technology.

 

General competence:

The student



is able to contribute to an interdisciplinary project in collaboration with other students

is able to present a scientif ic topic orally

knows how to search for scientif ic literature

is able to write a scientif ic report.

Content

The course will provide the students with an overview of  some selected materials that can be
used for energy technology applications, and in-depth knowledge regarding one of  these types
of  materials.

 

Advanced materials, such as phase change materials, can be used to reduce the energy needed
to heat and cool buildings. Solar cells and solar collectors can convert solar energy to
electricity/heat. Nanofluids have a great potential as heat transfer liquids. These are only
some examples of  the utilization of  materials for energy technology applications.
Understanding the mechanisms for how these materials work is essential for the development
of  new and improved materials.

Forms of teaching and learning

The f irst part of  the course will be based on lectures, presenting some examples of  advanced
materials for energy technology applications. The examples will focus on new research in the
f ield, both from our own research and from the scientif ic research literature.

 

The second part of  the course will be based on interdisciplinary project group work, where the
students will f ind new research literature and write a report about a selected application of
materials for energy technology. The report should be in the form of  a scientif ic review article,
and clearly illustrate the current state-of-the-art and discuss the most important challenges
that needs to be resolved in the future. This work will be supervised by the lecturer.



 

A seminar regarding presentation techniques will prepare the students for giving an oral
presentation of  their project work.

 

A seminar regarding search for scientif ic literature will prepare the students for f inding
relevant literature for the project.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Project outline (group work)

Preliminary report (group work)

Oral group presentation of  project.

Attendance at Presentation Techniques Seminar

Attendance at Search for Scientif ic Literature Seminar

Attendance at oral group presentation of  all projects

Examination

This exam concists of  two parts:

Part 1: Group project report. 50% of  the evaluation



Part 2: Individual written exam 3 hours. All written aids and calculator are permitted. 50% of
the evaluation

The students will receive one f inal grade for the course as a whole.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

Two internal examiners.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails the written exam, they can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
resit will be arranged in January the following semester. The students do not need to deliver a
new report in order to re-take the written exam.

 

If  the project report is graded as failed, the students will be given one more chance to improve
the report.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for AUTUMN 2022 can be found in Leganto.

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 28, 2024 2:32:37 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/3842999500002218?auth=SAML


IRMGR40518 Scientific Research and
Methods (Spring 2023–Autumn 2023)

Facts about the course

ECTS Credits:
10

Responsible department:
Faculty of Computer Science,
Engineering and Economics
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Course Leader:
Shima Pilehvar

Teaching language:
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Durat ion:
1 year
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Compulsory course in the Master`s Programme in Green Energy Technology

Lecture Semester

Second semester (spring) and third semester (autumn), f rom March to September.

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has specialized insight into one topic within energy technology

is able to utilize knowledge within new f ields of  energy technology

has developed insight and understanding of  the logic of  scientif ic thinking and writing, as
well as the ethical considerations related to a research project.

Skills:

The student

can analyze and critically examine scientif ic literature

can structure and formulate technical arguments and reasoning

is able to plan a research project, in agreement with existing ethical norms

can analyze relevant ethical research problems within energy technolog.



General competence:

The student

is able to write a scientif ic report

knows how to search for scientif ic literature

is able to orally present a scientif ic project for both specialists within the f ield and the
general public

can acquire new knowledge within a f ield by self -tuition.

Content

Through the course, the students will learn about the logic, ethics and techniques of  scientif ic
writing and thinking. In the course, the students will also learn about scientif ic research design.
This insight will be the knowledge base and the basis for independent ref lections when the
students perform a literature search to f ind current research literature related to the planned
topic of  their Master Thesis. Based on this literature, they will write a report that outlines the
state-of-the-art within this topic.

Based on the state-of-the-art report, the students will:

def ine the objective(s) of  their Master Thesis

clarify how the objective(s) are progressing beyond the state-of-the-art

determine how to meet the objective(s), within the framework of  both research design
and ethics

decide which methods and experimental techniques they will use

make a f irst assessment of  which experiments should be conducted

put up a realistic progress plan for the Master Thesis



write a project planning report that clarif ies all these points including explanations for the
choices that are made.

Forms of teaching and learning

The scientif ic writing and thinking, ethical considerations related to research projects and the
research design topics will be taught through lectures. The lectures will include dialogue with
the students, to closely link the general ideas of  the logics of  science to the Master thesis each
individual student is planning. On the literature search and state-of-the-art report, the
students will work under supervision of  their Master Thesis supervisor. The project can either
be an individual project, or if  the Master Thesis is planned as a team work, conducted in an
interdisciplinary team. For the team projects, the contributions of  each student should be
clearly specif ied.

Each project should deliver a state-of-the-art report, a project planning report and give oral
presentations of  the planned Master Thesis.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Oral presentation of  the planned Master Thesis (individual or as a group), including a state-of-
the-art literature review.

Examination

This exam consists of  two parts: 

1. State-of-the art report, individual or as a group (counts as 50 % of  the mark). One report
for the whole group, together with a specif ication of  the contribution of  each student.



1. Research proposal report, individual or as a group (counts as 50 % of  the mark) One report
for the whole group, together with a specif ication of  the contribution of  each student.

The specif ied contribution of  the individual student counts as 50% of  each report and the
report as a whole count as 50% of  each report. Each student will receive an individual grade.

Grading: Pass/fail

 

Examiners

The Master Thesis supervisor and one additional internal examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  a report is graded as failed, the student will be given one more chance to improve the report.
The improved report must be handed in for evaluation at a deadline specif ied by the Master
Thesis supervisor. For group projects:

If  the specif ied contribution of  an individual student is graded as failed, while the total report
is not graded as failed, this student will have to deliver an individual report. In this case, the
rest of  the group can choose if  they wish to deliver a modif ied report without the contribution
of  the student that failed, or if  they wish to be evaluated based on the original report.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by continuous dialogue with the students in lectures, to ensure
that the link between the student¿s planned thesis and the lectures is close throughout.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Spring can be found in Leganto

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5005128400002218?auth=SAML


Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:09 AM



IRMGR40418 Energy Technology, Policy
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory).

Lecture Semester

Second semester (spring).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

understands relevant concepts and frameworks from Science, Technology and Innovation
Studies and their application to energy technology transformation

can identify and evaluate relevant technologies

is able to analyze key policy and societal debates shaping transition pathways to low
carbon and sustainable energy systems.

 

Skills:

The student

can f ind and use arguments and information on di�erent energy technology options and
can critically evaluate such material



can critically evaluate new business models and innovation in shaping transition pathways
to low carbon and sustainable energy systems.

 

General competence:

The student

can critically evaluate contributions to debates on energy technology issues, and decisions
on them

can contribute to innovation processes

is able to f ind information on di�erent energy technology options, and critically evaluate
such material.

Content

Energy technology, policy and sustainability provides students with an understanding of
contemporary societal and policy debates around key energy technologies in the context of
the transition towards more sustainable and lower carbon energy systems.

The course will take a distinctive Science technology and innovation studies (STIS) approach
which will equip students with the analytical tools necessary to critically evaluate key energy
technology and policy debates in Norway, Europe and globally. STIS is the study of  how social,
political, and cultural values a�ect science, technology and innovation, and how these, in turn,
a�ect society, politics and culture.

Forms of teaching and learning

The lecture series is divided into four parts:

 



Part 1 introduces historical case studies and relevant concepts and frameworks from the
STIS f ield

Part 2 introduces key debates around a range of  relevant technologies

Part 3 discusses the transition towards sustainable and lower carbon energy systems, new
business models and innovation

Part 4 explores key debates seen from an industry perspective

 

Parts 1-3 are organized as a combination of  introductory lectures, seminars and workshops.
Part 4 is organized as a project with regional industry.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Practical training/internship

Part 4 as a project with regional industry.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Plenary presentations of  four (4) assignments. Group or individual.

Examination

72 hours individual written home assignment.

 

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.



Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails the home assignment, they can re-take this assignment maximum two
more times. A re-take will be arranged in August the following semester.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Spring can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:08 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5005162040002218?auth=SAML


IRMGR41018 Wind, Solar and Hydro Power
Integration in Power Systems (Spring
2023)

Facts about the course

ECTS Credits:
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Course evaluation
Literature

The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory in Smart Energy Technology prof ile).

Recommended requirements

Basic knowledge of  electric circuits. Previous knowledge of  the fundamental area within
energy technology or the subject Renewable energy (10 ECTS) from the 1st semester courses.

Lecture Semester

Second semester (spring).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge of  electrical machines and prime movers

can implement voltage and frequency control in a power system

is able to develop a simulation model based on block diagrams and / or a mathematical
model

is able to analyze the role of  smart grids in the integration of  wind and solar power.



 

Skills:

The student

can formulate and implement a model for an integrated power system, and can analyze
the results

can utilize stationary and dynamic models of  wind turbines, photovoltaic (PV) systems and
hydropower plants

can create wind power and power systems models with the help of  dedicated so�ware.

 

General competence:

The student

can conduct a project in collaboration with other students

can present a scientif ic topic orally

can apply acquired knowledge and skills to solve advanced tasks and projects.

Content

Wind power and voltage control; active and reactive power control

Photovoltaic (PV) inverter topologies, conf igurations and control strategies

Grid codes and technical regulations of  wind power plants

Wind power, solar power, hydropower and smart grid. Active management of  distribution
systems



 

The following topics will also be covered:

Power system parameters of  electrical machines and prime movers

E�ect of  various energy sources in the power system

Advantages and drawbacks of  wind, solar and hydropower generation

Energy storage

Forms of teaching and learning

A variety of  teaching and learning methods will be used, f rom regular lectures with basic
teaching using video-projection and other interactive devices (dialogue-based teaching) but
also using individual and group modeling and simulation exercises.

Several numbers of  exercises/assignments (some using simulation so�ware, mainly MATLAB)
will be assigned to the students, which have to be performed individually and submitted. These
are mandatory exercises. Each student has to deliver an Oral Seminar (mandatory) of  his/her
choice on the topic, related to the course, which should be also agreed with the Course
Coordinator/Instructor. One project work in a group of  2-3 (minimum 2, maximum 3) students
have to be completed (mandatory), which will have use of  simulation so�ware.

The individual/group work based teaching will force students to develop not only computer
simulation skills but also to use their social skills in cooperation and communication. The
course will also include the laboratory exercises and project work to develop project-based
learning method, which will highlight the students' abilities in solving practical problems and
teamwork.

New topics and simulation tools will be introduced by presenting concrete examples and
problems using teaching methods with an inductive approach.

Workload



125-150 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Submission of  4 exercises

Oral seminar presentation

Submission of  Report for one Project work

Examination

Individual written exam, 3 hours.

All written aids and calculator are permitted.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails the written exam, they can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
resit will be arranged in August the following semester. The students do not need to do the
coursework assignments again to be allowed a re-take of  the written exam.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature



The current reading list for 2023 Spring can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:09 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5005213050002218?auth=SAML


IRMGR41118 Dynamic Modelling and
Simulation of Micro Grids (Spring 2023)
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory in Smart Energy Technology prof ile).

Recommended requirements

Basic knowledge of  modelling and simulation tools and of  implementation simple
mathematical models of  energy systems. Previous knowledge of  the fundamental area within
energy technology or the subject Renewable energy (10 ECTS) from the 1st semester courses.

Lecture Semester

Second semester (spring).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge of  energy conversion systems modelling, and state-of-the-art
simulation tools

has advance knowledge of  distributed energy resources for Smart Grids and Microgrids.

 

Skills:

The student



can combine theory and practice of  modelling, optimization and simulation, addressing
challenges on di�erent time-scales involved in operation, optimization and design of
Microgrids

can implement a simple mathematical model of  intelligent Distributed Energy Resources in
a Microgrid at di�erent time-scales

is able to develop a simulation model based on a block diagrams and/or a mathematical
model.

 

General competence:

The student

can conduct project based learning using model based design in collaboration with other
students

can present a scientif ic topic orally

can apply acquired knowledge and skills to solve advanced project tasks.

Content

Introduction to simulation tools (MATLAB & Simulink, DiGSILENT Power Factory, NEPLAN)

Concepts in modeling and simulation

Theory and practice of  modeling and analysis of  distributed energy resources (DER)
components (wind turbines (WT), photovoltaic (PV), Hydro Power, Smart Homes, Energy
Storage Systems, Electric Vehicles (EVs))

Control strategies methods for distributed energy resources (DER) components and
systems;



Dynamic properties and optimization models & techniques of  electric generators and
power electronic converters, used as main components of  a Microgrid

Analyzing di�erent dynamic system models suitable for Advanced Microgrids and Smart
Grid Integration.

 

The course includes lectures with interactive models based design and simulation tools, labs
with practical implementation of  the models and with simulation exercises and an internal
seminar on topic of  modeling of  renewable energy sources and energy conversion systems,
with professors from other universities

The objectives of  the course are to introduce the students to the fundamentals of  energy
conversion systems modeling, using state-of-the-art simulation tools. Combine theory and
practice of  modeling, optimization and simulation, addressing challenges on di�erent time-
scales involved in operation, optimization and design. Implementing a simple mathematical
model of  intelligent energy systems at di�erent time-scale

The aim of  the seminar is to practice connecting the topic to their own research through
di�erent perspectives from the f ield.

Forms of teaching and learning

A variety of  teaching and learning methods will be used, f rom regular lectures with basic
teaching using video-projection and other interactive devices (dialogue-based teaching) but
also using individual and group modelling and simulation exercises. The group work based
teaching will force students to develop not only computer simulation skills but also to use
their social skills in cooperation and communication. The course will also include the laboratory
exercises and project work to develop project-based learning method, which will highlight the
student¿s abilities in solving practical problems and teamwork. New topics and simulation
tools will be introduced by presenting concrete examples and problems using teaching
methods with an inductive approach.

Workload



250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

6 labs with simulation exercises based on written reports

3 individual project's-based simulations + one individual project-based measurements

Examination

This exam consists of  two parts:

Part 1: Written individual report. Counts as 40% of  the f inal grade.

Part 2 Consist of  two components:

Written report, in a group of  3-4 students

Oral presentation, 15 minutes per student in the group. Counts as 60% of  the f inal grade.
One overall grade will be awarded on the basis of  all the components of  part 2.

Individual grades are given for both parts of  the exam

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

A re-take for both parts of  the exam will be arranged in August the following semester.



Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated through a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Spring can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:09 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5005204680002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory in Materials for Energy Technology prof ile).

Lecture Semester

Second semester (spring).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge of  two experimental methods within energy technology

can analyze experimental limitations and possible artefacts.

 

Skills:

The student

can utilize two experimental methods for research and development in an independent
manner

can critically analyze data obtained by two experimental research methods.

 

General competence:



The student can solve problems related to experimental work.

Content

The students will learn how to use two di�erent experimental research techniques, and how to
critically analyze and interpret the data obtained with these techniques. The experimental
techniques should be relevant for the student's planned Master Thesis. The course is module-
based, where each module teaches one experimental technique. The student should select two
relevant modules for the course.

 

The course is research based, and each student should therefore conduct measurements that
results in new knowledge of  the measured systems. The students should preferably conduct
measurements on samples that are relevant for their planned master project, e.g., a small pre-
study. The project reports should include a discussion regarding analysis and interpretation of
the data (including relevant references to scientif ic research literature), and a discussion of
possible errors and artefacts of  both the measurements and interpretations.

 

Examples of  available modules:

Rheology - Viscoelastic properties of  liquids and gels

Dynamic light scattering and electrophoretic mobility - Determining hydrodynamic radius
and zeta potentials

Isothermal calorimetry - Heat f low rate of  a sample due to chemical or physical changes in
the sample

Di�usive wave spectroscopy - Microrheology and size determination of  turdid samples

Compressive and f lexural strength determination

Electrospraying /Electrospinning- Producing nano particles and nano f ibers



Mechanical properties of  materials

3D printing of  construction materials

Forms of teaching and learning

The teaching will be a combination of  supervision and screencasts.

Workload

125-150 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

At least 85% attendance for lectures/lab classes

Laboratory assignments according to the two chosen modules.

Examination

This exam concists of  two parts:

Part 1: Project report f rom chosen module number 1. 50% of  the evaluation

Part 2: Project report f rom chosen module number 2. 50% of  the evaluation

The students will receive one f inal grade for the course as a whole.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

Two internal examiners.



Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  a project report is graded as failed, the students will be given one more chance to improve
this report. A re-take will be arranged in August the following semester.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Spring can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:09 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5005120530002218?auth=SAML
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Course evaluation
Literature

The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory in Materials for Energy Technology prof ile).

Recommended requirements

An advanced knowledge and skills in physics and advanced mathematics.

Lecture Semester

Second semester (spring).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge of  some central topics of  solid state physics

has a broad overview of  application and contemporary development related to energy
technologies.

 

Skills:

The student



can disseminate main ideas and principles related to materials associated with energy
technologies

can use advanced methods for material choice using the material database GRANTA

can analyze and evaluate materials with various sets of  criteria or material indexes

can conduct preliminary scientif ic analysis and technical evaluation of  materials associated
with energy technologies

can make proper evaluation of  technical constructions/instrumentations associated with
energy technologies

is capable to participate actively in scientif ic research and development.

 

General competence:

The student can communicate and disseminate in their independent practice in research and
development.

Content

The course provides an introduction to solid state physics and its application to the modern
energy technologies. The emphasis is placed on the understanding of  the fundamental
phenomena and corresponding principles related to the contemporary development in
materials science.

 

The course will focus on following subjects:

 

Part I: Fundamentals



periodic structure, and associated reciprocal space, and its application in di�raction
experiment

lattices/defects in real materials and their roles in thermo-/electrical conductivity

free Fermi electron gas theory. State density and Fermi level and their relation to electrical
conductivity

electron in periodic potentials: Energy band, band-gap and classif ication of  materials

semiconductors: Band-gap, Charge carrier, doping, p-n joint and photovoltage e�ect

reciprocal lattices and its determination and the concept Brillouin-zones

equilibrium concentration of  point defects and its relationship with temperature and
pressure

di�usion processes and Ficks laws

heat capacity originated from lattice vibration and thermo-conductivity

periodic potential and formation of  energy band structure

Brillouin zone boundary and band-gap

classif ication of  metals, semiconductors and insulator. In terms of  band structure

charged carrier distribution in intrinsic and doped semiconductors. Electron holes and their
roles in diodes p-n joint

phenomena in low dimension materials

phenomena in nanomaterials.

 

Part II: Specif ic application areas 



Subjects can be one of  the following: 

superconductor

solar cell technology

LED technology

battery storage technology

functional nanomaterials.

 

Part III: Methodology for industrial applications:

GRANTA material database and material choices.

Forms of teaching and learning

The f irst part of  the course (Fundamentals) will be given by a combination of  lectures,
exercises and home assignments.

 

The second part of  the course (Applications) will be group work where students will conduct
intensive literature search on a self -chosen application f ield. A technical report will be written,
and the report will provide a proper review of  the literature together with an analysis or
evaluation for national technological development in the f ield. This work will be supervised by
the lecturer.

 

The third part of  the course (Methodology) will be given as a workshop or seminar where
various methods for def ining material indexes in each application area will be discussed and be



implement/tested. The results and discussions will be documented by a short but highly
specialized technical report.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Three home assignments.

Examination

This exam consists of  two parts:

Partial exam 1: Individual written mid-term exam 3 hours. 50% of  the evaluation. Allowed
materials under examination: Personal assignment f ile.

Partial exam 2:Group scientif ic review reports. 50% of  the evaluation.

The students will receive one grade for each partial exam and one f inal grade for the course as
a whole.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails Partial exam 1, they can re-take this exam in the same semester.



If  the student fails Partial exam 2, they can revise the reports one time.

In this case, a second evaluation and f inal grading will be arranged in August the following
semester.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Spring can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:09 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5005205280002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Elective).

Recommended requirements

Basic knowledge of  electric circuits. Fundamental knowledge about steady state and dynamic
behavior of  electrical machines and prime movers (course Wind, Solar and Hydro Power
Integration in Power Systems (5 ECTS) or equivalent).

Lecture Semester

Third semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge of  power systems dynamics and control

has advanced knowledge of  control systems

has advanced knowledge of, and is able to analyze the inf luences of  wind and solar power
in the power system

can model and implement a dynamic model in a dedicated simulation tool

has a good understanding of  price mechanisms in the power market.

 



Skills:

The student

can develop dynamic equations of  individual components like, generators, exciter,
governor, etc and integrate them to form complete model
can design control strategies applied on modern power systems
is able to simulate the power system model in simulation so�ware, mainly in MATLAB.

General competence:

The student can conduct a project in collaboration with other students.

Content

Following topics will be covered:

Power system stability

Active and reactive power oscillations in the system

Power quality: characteristics, requirements

E�ects of  distributed generation on stability

Power market: Introduction, operation of  wind energy in the power market

Control of  distributed power systems.

Forms of teaching and learning

Lectures, exercises and laboratory training

Flipped classroom and digital learning platforms will be used extensively

Simulation techniques using Matlab and Simulink



Individual and/or group training in form of  home assignments/project work.

Workload

125-150 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Submission of  at least 5 numbers of  exercises.
Submission of  Report for one Project work in a group

Examination

This exam consists of  two parts:

Part 1: Individual written report submission. Counts as 70% of  the f inal grade.

Part 2: Individual written exam. Duration: 3 Hour. Counts as 30% of  the f inal grade

All written aids and calculator are permitted.

 

Both partial exams must be passed to get a f inal grade in the subject. 

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams



If  a report is graded as failed, the student will be given one more chance to improve the report.

If  the student fails the written exam, they can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
resit will be arranged in January the following semester. The students do not need to redo the
written report in order to re-take the written exam.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Autumn can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:07 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5435667820002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Elective).

Recommended requirements

Basic knowledge of  power systems, power electronics and Information and Communication
Technologies. Previous knowledge of  the fundamental area within energy technology or the
subject Renewable energy (10 ECTS) from the 1st semester courses and Dynamic Modelling
and Simulation of  Microgrids (10 ECTS) and Wind, Solar and Hydropower in Power Systems (5
ECTS) from the second semester.

Lecture Semester

Third semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge about Smart Grid distribution systems, distributed generation &
storage systems, energy management and communication technology

has advanced knowledge about Smart Grids components and architectures

has advanced knowledge about modelling and simulation of  smart energy systems

has advanced knowledge about important aspects of  the Norwegian and international
energy systems, including state of  the art and future trends.



 

Skills:

The student

can design, model, simulate and control Smart Grids components and systems

can formulate overall mathematical models for a smart energy system and apply these
skills to outline the system characteristics.

 

General competence:

The student

can conduct a project in collaboration with other students

know how to search for scientif ic literature

can write, document and orally present a scientif ic report/project.

Content

The course will give an outline of  the classic power systems and power system operations,
smart grids with grid integration of  distributed generation & storage systems, including
Electric Vehicles (EVs) and f lexible active loads. Energy storage technology, energy
management and hierarchical and distributed control architectures including Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) and Internet of  things (IoT) will be pointed out. Smart
meters, demand response and demand side management concepts will also be highlighted.
Overview of  modern and advanced Smart Grid systems with operational centers like SCADA
system and operational tasks will be given.

Forms of teaching and learning



Regular lectures with basic teaching using video-projection and other interactive devices
(dialogue-based teaching).

Individual and group modelling and simulation exercises

The course will also include laboratory exercises and project work to develop project-based
learning methods, which will highlight the student¿s abilities in solving practical problems
and teamwork.

New topics and simulation tools will be introduced by presenting concrete examples and
problems using teaching methods with an inductive approach.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Individual oral presentation

HWs and lab assignments (2 individual projectʼs-based simulations + one group project-
based measurements);

Examination

Individual oral exam 20 minutes for presentation, 5 minutes questions. 

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.



Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails the oral exam, they can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
resit will be arranged in January the following semester. The students do not need to redo the
coursework requirements in order to re-take the written exam.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Autumn can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:07 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5435660620002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Elective).

Recommended requirements

Basic knowledge of  Project Management.

Lecture Semester

Third semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has knowledge of  di�erent funding sources

has knowledge of  evaluation of  di�erent funding applications

has knowledge of  the bureaucratic hierarchy that governs funding programs

can analyze the political processes connected to various funding sources.

 

Skills:

The student



knows how to budget a project for funding purposes

knows how to get political support for funding

knows how to conduct a funding process towards success.

 

General competence:

The student

can conduct an interdisciplinary project funding process

can understand the political basis for di�erent governmental funding programs

is able to write an application for project funding.

Content

The course will provide the students with an overview of  di�erent sources of  project funding,
and how di�erent applications are evaluated.

 

The students will learn how to write an application for project funding, practicing on real cases.
The application can be written for an external industrial or public partner or for a project where
HiØ is the main applicant. Applications that are considered to have high quality might be
submitted as an actual application.

Forms of teaching and learning

The course will be taught as a combination of  lectures, seminars and project work.

 



The students learn about various sources of  project funding, practice on evaluating funding
applications, and write an application for external funding in interdisciplinary teams.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Attendance at minimum 75% of  seminars/external assignments
A minimum of  4 written project submissions and oral presentations must be approved (group
work).

Examination

Funding application - project plan (group work). A preliminary grade will be awarded on the
basis of  this report

Group oral examination, which may adjust the preliminary grade maximum two grades up
or down. A f inal, individual grade will be awarded a�er the oral examination

 

The funding application - project plan has to be evaluated as passed before the oral
examination.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

One internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams



If  the funding application is graded as failed, the student will be given one more chance to
improve the application.

 

If  the student fails the oral examination, the student will have to prepare a new individual
funding application, which must be evaluated as passed in order to re-take the oral exam.

A re-take of  the oral exam will be arranged in January or February the following semester,
providing students su�icient time to prepare a new funding application.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Autumn can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:07 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5435667250002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Elective).

Recommended requirements

Passed the courses Adapting Technology to the Circular Economy (10 ECTS) and Materials for
Energy Technology (10 ECTS).

Lecture Semester

Third semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has advanced knowledge regarding materials for energy e�icient buildings

is able to analyze scientif ic problems of  materials for energy e�icient buildings

has advanced knowledge regarding the energy e�iciency of  buildings from a life cycle
perspective

 

Skills:

The student



is able to conduct computer simulations to evaluate how di�erent material strategies
inf luence the embodied energy of  the building

is able to conduct computer simulations of  buildings containing use phase materials

is able to plan and conduct a limited research project under supervision

 

General competence:

The student

is able to collaborate and contribute to team projects

is able to present results f rom a research project in writing and discuss the project orally.

Content

The students will learn about how di�erent materials can be utilized to enhance the energy
e�iciency of  buildings, keeping in mind the life cycle assessment of  the building and
environmental considerations. The students will learn how to utilize models and simulations to
predict the energy e�iciency of  buildings and building materials.

 

The following topics will be covered:

Energy e�iciency in buildings from a life cycle perspective

Use of  Life-Cycle Assessment for choosing materials with low embodied energy

Optimizing the choice of  heat insulating materials in a lifecycle perspective

New materials with extremely good heat insulation properties based on nanotechnology

Materials for airtight structures in buildings for reducing heat loss



Reduction of  building temperature f luctuations by utilization of  materials with high
thermal mass and with phase change materials

Computer simulations of  the energy e�iciency in buildings, including the use of  phase
change materials (PCM) as one of  the components

Utilization of  BIM (building information models) to register and control the use of
di�erent building materials.

Forms of teaching and learning

Lectures

Project work in groups

Screencasts

Supervision

 

The students will conduct three projects working in the same groups.

Project 1. Computer simulation of  the energy saved during the operative phase by including
phase change materials (PCM) in a building material. The computer simulations will be
conducted utilizing measured parameters of  the material. The project is research-based, and
accordingly each group will conduct simulations that should result in new knowledge. The
groups will conduct several computer simulations, either varying di�erent aspects of  the
material, or examining the e�ects of  di�erent outdoor conditions (daily temperature
variations, seasonal temperature variations, di�erent climatic zones, variations in solar
radiation, etc).

Project 2. LCA analysis of  the materials utilized in Project 1, including the energy e�iciency
aspects.

 



The results f rom the two projects should be presented into two di�erent report. The students
can choose whether they deliver a classical project report, or a report in the form of  a research
article. This reports are part of  the exam in the course.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

Approved results f rom computer simulation of  Project 1

Approved results f rom LCA analysis of  Project 2

Required coursework must be approved before the student can take the exam

Examination

This exam consists of  two components:

Component 1: Group project report on the combined results f rom projects 1 and 2.
Component 2: Individual oral exam, 30 minutes. The students will be examined in both the
theoretical part of  the curriculum and regarding the content of  the project report. 

In order to take the oral exam, the group project must be passed.

The students will receive one f inal grade for the course as a whole; grades on sub-evaluations
will not be shown.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners



Two internal examiners.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the student fails the oral exam, they can re-take this exam maximum two more times. The
students do not need to deliver a new report in order to re-take the oral exam.

If  the project report is graded as failed, the students will be given one more chance to improve
the report.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Autumn can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:08 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5435659000002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Elective).

Lecture Semester

Third semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student has specialized insight into one topic within energy technology.

 

Skills:

The student can analyze and critically examine scientif ic research literature.

 

General competence:

The student can acquire new knowledge within a f ield by self -tuition.

Content

This is a self -study course where the student will read a curriculum consisting of  scientif ic
research literature (books, articles, etc) of  300-350 pages, depending on the complexity of  the
subject. The literature should be related to the subject of  the student's planned Master Thesis.



The literature is def ined by the Master Thesis supervisor, and approved by the program
manager.

 

The supervisor will provide up to 5 hours of  supervision, to help the student understand the
literature.

Forms of teaching and learning

Self-study with supervision.

Workload

250-300 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

None.

Examination

Individual oral exam. Approximately 1 hour duration.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

Supervisor and one internal or external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams



If  the student fails the oral exam, he/she can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
re-take will be arranged in January the following semester.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Autumn can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:07 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5525756760002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Elective).

Lecture Semester

Third semester (autumn).

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student has specialized insight into one topic within energy technology.

 

Skills:

The student can analyze and critically examine scientif ic research literature.

 

General competence:

The student can acquire new knowledge within a f ield by self -tuition.

Content

This is a self -study course where the student will read a curriculum consisting of  scientif ic
research literature (books, articles, etc) of  150-175 pages, depending on the complexity of  the
subject. The literature should be related to the subject of  the student's planned Master Thesis.



The literature is def ined by the Master Thesis supervisor, and approved by the program
manager.

 

The supervisor will provide up to 3 hours of  supervision, to help the student understand the
literature.

Forms of teaching and learning

Self-study with supervision.

Workload

125-150 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

None.

Examination

Individual oral exam. Approximately 1 hour duration.

 

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

Supervisor and one internal or external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams



If  the student fails the oral exam, he/she can re-take this exam maximum two more times. A
re-take will be arranged in January the following semester.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2023 Autumn can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:08 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5525759780002218?auth=SAML
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The course is connected to the following study
programs

Master in Green Energy Technology (Compulsory).

Absolute requirements

Passed at least 70 ECTS of  the previous Master courses.

Passed the course Scientif ic Research and Methods (10 ECTS).

Lecture Semester

Fourth semester (spring). It is possible to apply for following this course in the autumn
semester.

The student's learning outcomes a�er completing the
course

Knowledge:

The student

has specialized insight into one topic within energy technology

has thorough knowledge of  scientif ic methods and ethical considerations within energy
technology

is able to utilize knowledge within new f ields of  energy technology

Is able to analyze scientif ic problems within energy technology.

 



Skills:

The student

is able to critically analyze di�erent sources of  information, and use them to structure and
develop academic arguments

is able to analyze and apply di�erent theories within energy technology

can utilize relevant methods for research development

can work independently with practical and theoretical problem solving

is able to plan and conduct a research project, including ethical ref lections related to
energy technology and future implications of  technological advances.

 

 

General Competence:

The student

can utilize his/her knowledge and skills within new areas to accomplish advanced tasks and
projects

knows how to search for scientif ic literature

can write a comprehensive thesis regarding a specialized subject within energy technology

is able to orally present a scientif ic project for both specialists within the f ields and the
general public.

Content



The student will perform a research project under supervision. The project can be connected to
the research of  one of  the lecturers, or be a project in collaboration with an industry partner or
one of  the collaboration institutions abroad. The student is expected to apply previously
acquired knowledge and skills related to their chosen specialized topic in addition to previously
acquired knowledge and skills related to research design, the logics of  scientif ic thinking and
writing and ethical considerations in a research project.

Forms of teaching and learning

The students will work on a research project under supervision of  one of  the lecturers. The
project either can be an individual project, or conducted in interdisciplinary teams. For the team
projects, the tasks and contributions of  each student must be clearly specif ied.

Workload

750-900 hours.

Coursework requirements - conditions for taking the
exam

None.

Examination

The exam consists of  thee components: Master Thesis, oral presentation and oral
examination.

For individual projects:

Master Thesis combined with an oral presentation of  approximately 45 minutes duration
aimed at the general public directly followed by an oral examination of  approximately 45
minutes duration.



The examination committee will grade the written report before the oral presentation and
examination. The written report must be passed in order to be allowed an oral presentation
and examination. The committee will adjust the grade maximum two grades up or down
based on the oral presentation and examination.

For group projects:

Master Thesis. One report for the whole group, together with a specif ication of  the
contribution of  each student. Combined with individual oral presentations aimed at the general
public directly followed by an individual oral examination.

The examination committee will grade the written report before the oral presentation and
examination. The specif ied contribution of  the individual student counts as 50 % and the
report as a whole counts as 50%. The committee will adjust the grade based on the oral
presentation and examination.

 

Only the f inal grade will be given as the grade of  the course. Grading presupposes that all
preceding study plan courses are passed.

Grades from A to F, where A is the best grade, E is the lowest passed grade, and F is failed.

Examiners

Examination committee of  one internal and one external examiner.

Conditions for resit/rescheduled exams

If  the written report is not passed, the student can hand in a revised report one time, at a
deadline specif ied by the Master Thesis supervisor. If  the revised report is passed, the student
is allowed an oral presentation and examination.

 



In case of  a f inal grade complaint, the written report will be re-examined by a complaint
committee. If  the grade from the complaint committee di�ers from the grade the
examination committee gave on the written report, the student must re-take the oral
presentation and examination and receive a new grade from the complaint committee. If  the
complaint committee agrees with the examination committee on the grade of  the written
report, the student will keep the original grade.

Course evaluation

The course will be evaluated by a standardized electronic form.

Literature

The current reading list for 2024 Spring can be found in Leganto

Last updated from FS (Common Student System) June 29, 2024 12:15:14 AM

https://bibsys-uc.alma.exlibrisgroup.com/leganto/public/47BIBSYS_HIO/lists/5708706480002218?auth=SAML

